Design, synthesis, and evaluation of phenanthridine derivatives targeting the telomerase RNA/DNA heteroduplex.
We are targeting molecules to the RNA/DNA heteroduplex that forms during the enzyme telomerase's catalytic cycle. Telomerase is a potential universal anti-cancer target that we have previously shown can be inhibited by molecules that target this heteroduplex. The aim of this work was to make derivatives of our lead, ethidium, that would allow its straightforward incorporation into molecules in both solid and solution phase. The heteroduplex targeting intercalator will act as a scaffold to allow the incorporation of new functionalities that will interact with specific protein surfaces of telomerase, thereby potentially increasing affinity and specificity. In examining multiple new derivatives of ethidium, with literature precedent or novel, we have identified one, a 5-benzylic acid ethidium derivative that is synthesized in three steps as a single isomer, and completely retains the inhibition efficacy of the parent compound. Furthermore, we have demonstrated that it can be effectively incorporated into resin bound amines on the solid phase. As such it represents an ideal monomer for the exploration of telomerase inhibition or for other applications which would benefit from hybrid molecules that can target duplexes.